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  I don't state to have the best grammar but it still irks me to see a publication that wasn't written
very well and didn't appear to be proofread by an editor. I was extremely disappointed
immediately. The language and selection of phrases are inconsistent with this most appropriate
for this book. Our 4 1/2 year old daughter appears to really like this reserve.She really enjoyed
the reading. But something seemed a bit off with the wording. These ( Mantras ) reserve are
wonderful! Overall, I had to add words and modification others to produce a better flow to the
tale. Save your money. For my child I would have stuck to simply the essential emotion of
nervous (not anxious, hesitant, apprehensive etc), however the repetition is just what kids need.
It's not written perfectly but we'll keep it because our daughter likes it. In a few sessions, I had to
stop reading many times to define the majority of the terms! I, however, don't enjoy it. As a
teacher These ( Mantras ) reserve are wonderful !Extremely disappointed I was looking forward
to using this in my own clinical practice to teach kids about mindfulness. Using one page, the
lady feels awkward meeting somebody new but the picture they show with it displays a boy
attempting to kiss her -- huh?. On another web page it says "I don't know The way the salon will
be like" (when discussing a hair salon)... how about "WHAT" the salon will be like.... that
should've been a straightforward catch. And on the last page you can find two terms typed out
as well as no space -- "mefeel" instead of "me feel". C'mon guys, proofread and edit your books.
I recall reading that there have been similar issues in another of this author's various other
books. I don't believe we'll be buying anymore books by this girl but we'll maintain this because
my daughter begged me never to return it. I love the format of the book I love the format of this
book. Don’t buy this book. A few of the terms are misspelled. Three different parts actually bug
me. As a teacher, retired, I would have loved the entire set for my Kindergarten classes!..! a lil
long for her short attention period. I had great hopes because of this book, thinking it could
encourage my kid to try items these has been hesitant to accomplish previously for whichever
reason.. Eh Nice try! The overall flow of the tale is awkward. I liked the scenarios and the
repeated montra but idk if it had been worth the buy. OK but not for us Wasn't favorably
impressed, not right for our 3 year old granddaughter Meh.. Five Stars 5 year old adores this..
While this book goes through several scenarios that evoke a variety of feelings (way too many
perhaps-but if its labeled a "mantra", repeating things ad nauseam may be the stage - although
one that is more boring that empowering) but lacks for the reason that it doesn't summarize the
importance of trying in a meaningful way. picture tell the story Offered it to a college instructor
in Puerto Rico thus she can coach her students to learn in english Thank you Love Good book An
extremely motivational book for children. This book kept my 3 season old attention.! Thank you.
Good read Great message for Children and very engaging for my child. Children’s books Great
stories!
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